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Birrefringência: filtro de polarização 
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Mais geral:  (Malus) 
extraordinário = I * cos2𝜙  

ordinário = I * sen2𝜙 
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6 Introduction to Quantum Physics

Fig. 1.2. Coordinates used to describe
double refringence: The incident wave
vector k is along the z-axis; the electric
vector E is in plane xy; and the optic
axis of the crystal is in plane yz.

is therefore polarized. It now passes through the calcite crystal, which has an
anisotropic refraction index. In order to compute the path of the light beam in
that crystal, it is convenient to set a coordinate system as shown in Fig. 1.2:
the z -axis along the incident wave vector k , the x -axis perpendicular to k and
to the optic axis of the crystal, and the y-axis in the remaining direction. Then,
the x and y components of the electric vector E propagate independently (with
different velocities) in the anisotropic crystal. They correspond to the ordinary
and extraordinary rays, respectively. These components are proportional to
cos α and sin α  (where α is the angle between E and the x -axis). The intensities
(Poynting vectors) of the refracted rays are therefore proportional to cos 2 α a n d
sin2 α . This is what classical theory predicts and what we indeed see.

However, this simple explanation breaks down if we want to restate it in
our modern language, where light consists of particles—photons—because each
photon is indivisible. It does not split. We do not get in each beam photons
with a reduced energy hv cos2 2α or hv sin α (this would correspond to reduced
frequencies). Rather, we get fewer photons with the full energy hv. To further
investigate how this happens, let us improve the experimental setup, as shown
in Fig. 1.3. Assume that the light intensity is so weak and the detectors are
so fast that individual photons can be registered. Their arrivals are recorded
by printing + or – on a tape, according to whether the upper or the lower
detector was triggered, respectively. Then, the sequence of + and – appears
random. As the total numbers of marks, N+  and N –, become large, we find
that the corresponding probabilities, that is, the ratios N+ /(N+ + N –) and
N– / ( N+ + N –) tend to limits which are cos2 α and sin 2 α. We can see that
empirically, this can also be explained by quantum theory, and moreover this

Fig. 1.3. Light from a thermal source S passes through a polarizer P, a
pinhole H, a calcite crystal C, and then it triggers one of the detectors
D. The latter register their output in a device which prints the results.
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Birrefringência: filtro de polarização 
fóton a fóton..! 

necessariamente probabilístico:  
prob(+)= cos2𝜙  
prob(-)= sen2𝜙 
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medida da polarização do fóton 
só dois resultados possíveis! 

polarização é ⊥ ou ∥ ao plano {eixo ótico,inc} ? 

não determina polarização anterior à medida

impossível determinar com um único fóton
medida quântica = preparação de estado

medida quântica não é a revelação de propriedade pré-
existente


